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Abstract8

The Document Research shows one way to visualize Alternative Solutions for the Same9

Problem using Mathematical Programming Tools Different Solution original, the potentially10

what efficient search optimization, the idea of solution can be implemented in any Services11

Company or manufacturing that are in the maximization or minimization of resources,12

compliance prior restrictions and conditions established satisfaction interested required.The13

idea can be adopted and adapted for companies that are working with problems to large scale14

with the possibility of obtaining solutions in polynomial time and perceive Previews Solution15

Real-time results shocking Search As Different criteria in Methodologies conclude similar16

solutions, either The prospect which allows the formulation of Mathematical Models Seeking17

code programming for try to do Improvement in The compilation and solving them.18

19

Index terms— efficient search optimization, the idea of solution can be implemented, Methodologies conclude20
similar solutions.21

1 Introduction22

he interest in linear equations goes back to ancient times of the year 1700 BC where the Egyptians left writings23
on your papyri mathematical problem solved with the use of algebra, later the Babylonians in the year 600 the24
BC left evidence that came from their work with Cuneiform Inscriptions where writing their participation in the25
mathematical problem solving equations using second grade, which is inferred taking too elemental use of basic26
linear Equations additionally they don’t know negative numbers, they inferred that values did not exist, there is27
evidence that problems were resolved in systems with five equations and five unknowns variables.28

In Ancient Greece around the year 300 BC the Greeks troubleshooting developed with construction of linear29
equations that through the application of algebra could be solved, including Theodore from Cyrene and Eudoxus30
from Cnido consolidated their jobs between geometric advances, worth mentioning that the center of scientific31
activity occurred in the city of Athens. The School of the Greek mathematician Pythagoras incorporates elements32
of Babylonian algebra.33

Around 1700 as Euler’s attachment theory calculations of variations on movement of considerations assuming34
constant flux densities at any time and strength on surface elements among others. Also Isaac Newton in his35
treatise of mathematical composition and resolution work wrote his book calculation to find approximate solutions36
which seeks to find the roots of equations and higher order.37

Moreover Guillaume L Hopital Sainte, Lord marquees from Mesme in France in the seventeenth century work38
on the analysis of the infinitely small and established the rule of L Hopital for analysis and study of mathematical39
problems within the differential calculus.40

Also Joseph Louis Lagrange in the eighteenth century in his ”miscellaneous works taurinensa” results obtained41
by implementing linear equations applied to problems over straight line movement and analysis of the dynamics42
of their movements.43
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8 DUAL SIMPLEX METHOD

After World War II ended where George Dantzig job in the Air Force of the United States through the Combat44
Analysis Branch of Statistical Control. Where he found the problems that lead him to make his great discoveries,45
considering the progress of the Nobel laureate economist Wassily Leontief in 1947 and met the G e XV Issue I46
Version I geometric space and how the process could be improved movements take place within its endpoints. So47
it was like in the summer of 1947 could solve the first problem of linear programming in the area of food.48

That same year he met Von mathematical Newmann Hungarian mathematician who since 1928 had been49
working strategy games whose work was published in 1944 (died in 1957) with renowned mathematician50
Morgenstem Australian economist who established the beginning of game theory consisting to define a logical51
instrument that assesses the competitive behavior of a rational human being under consideration, then Dantzig52
perceives the importance of the theory of duality. Because the linear programming model of a player who53
maximizes your chance of winning will be equivalent to linear programming model other player that minimizes54
your chance of losing the game. It was observed as if it were equivalent problems began with basic feasible55
solutions.56

2 II.57

3 Methodology58

The simplex method is a method that solves linear programming problems, where you try to optimize a maximum59
function or minimum satisfying a set of constraints embodied in forms of equations such that while meeting other60
conditions given as fundamental method requirements are met. Restrictions can be of three types. (<=) Less61
than or equal, which are passed form the equality restriction adding a slack variable. (=) Just which way to go62
to equal or standard by adding an artificial variable. (> =) Greater than or equal which are passed to the form63
of equal or standard form you need to deduct a slack variable and increasing an artificial variable.64

Once covered this requirement, it is necessary to empty the information in tabular form where information65
of the coefficients of the objective function and constraints that accompany the issue is placed. The process is66
iterative and each stage is verified if the optimal value obtained by checking the line Zj-Cj, sought where if the67
value is zero or positive will have reached the optimal solution of a maximization problem, moreover if values are68
all zero or negative will have reached the optimal value for the case of minimization.69

4 a) Maximize case70

In the event that the values are negative or zero in the case of maximization have to create a new database71
inside inverse matrix by performing elementary row operations column, the basis for the minimization problem72
is updated by removing the most negative value in row Zj-Cj and entering the ratio between the minimum vector73
of the right side and the elements of the incoming column. Breaking ties arbitrarily.74

5 b) Minimize Case75

In the event that the values are positive or zero in the case of minimization have to generate a new database76
inside inverse matrix by performing elementary row operations column, the basis for the minimization problem77
is updated by removing the most positive value in row Zj-Cj and entering the ratio between the minimum vector78
of the right side and the elements of the incoming column. Breaking ties arbitrarily.79

6 Model General80

Where ”A” is the original matrix with ”m” row by ”n” columns b= vector of available Resource in ”m” rows81
c= coefficient of Known variables in objective function (Maximize or Minimize) in ”n” columns x= nonknown82
variable also is called decision variable. Therefore, when we try to solve linear programming in simplex table we83
are making the matrix operations.84

The operations performed within the Table simplex matrix can be explained manner as shown below. ) 2 ( )85
1 ( * * 1 Cj Zj Aj B Cb Zj ? = ? . , ,, var , , , , , , var , , , , , , ,86

7 Duality Theory87

All primal problem is associated with another called dual problem are so called because they both have the same88
information but some in the form of row and other column addition to exchanging the coefficients of the objective89
function in the vector on the right side and this in once, in a reciprocal manner. It is assumed that if the primal90
feasibility is then possible to find the same optimal solution to the primal and the dual.91

A primal problem will have ”m” equations and ”n” variables and the dual problem will be reverse. IV.92

8 Dual Simplex Method93

The linear programming problem solved with normal simplex method has the basic idea from a feasible basic94
solution and move through endpoints to reach the optimum point basic solution. But sometimes it can happen95
that the linear programming problem starts being optimal but far away from feasibility, it can happen when we96
just change the signs of the objective function as well as the constraints and sense of inequality.97
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V.98

9 Procedure99

Step 1. Be sure that the restrictions are in position infeasibility is easy to identify by the negative sign on the100
right side of the resources available.101

Step 2. Ensure that the restrictions are in standard form i.e. in the form of equity using slack variables and102
artificial depending on the direction of the inequality.103

Step 3. Identify the variable that will leave the base which will be one that has the most negative value in the104
associated resource available (b) column.105

Step 4. Identify the variable that enters visualizing the smallest ratio considering the absolute value of the106
row Zj -Cj between the values of the corresponding row to the more negative variable, it will happen in the case107
of maximization problems, by other hand in the case minimization problems the most positive ratio is chosen108
without considering absolute value of row Zj -Cj and elements of the more negative variable that leaves the base.109

Step 5. The other elements of the simplex table is updated with elementary row column Operations thus the110
inverse matrix iteratively updated to display the elements in row Zj -Cj remain all zeros or positive in the case of111
maximization and are zero or negative for minimization. Do not forget to check that column vector on the right112
side should be kept positive values associated to the decision variables that provide the solution to the linear113
programming problem.114

10 G e XV Issue I Version I a) Implementation and Experimen-115

tal results116

0 0 M M X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 A1 A2 M A1 3 1 0 3 -1 0 1 0 M A2 5 0 2 2 0 -1 0 1 5M M 2M 5M -M -M M M117
M-4 2M-12 5M-18 -M -M 0 0 Cj X 4 12 18 0 0 M M X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 A1 A2 18 Y3 1 1/3 0 1 -1/3 0 1/3 0118
M A2 3 -2/3 2 0 2/3 -1 -2/3 1 3M+18 -2/3M+6 2M 18 2/3M-6 -M -2/3M+6 M -2/3M+2 2M-12 0 2/3M-6 -M119
-5/3M+6 0 Cj X 4 12 18 0 0 M M X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 A1 A2 18 Y3 1 1/3 0 1 -1/3 0 1/3 0 12 A2 1 1/2 -1/3 1120
0 1/3 -1/2 -1/3 1/2 36 2 12 18 -2 -62121

11 Analysis of Results122

? You can see at the out put of experimental results are proven solutions using equations models of primal, dual123
and dual simplex Methods.124

? Interesting to see how the values of the dual problem can be found in the Zj-Cj row of the primal model.125
? The ability to reach optimal solutions based on different scenarios of linear programming and algebraic126

conditions required.127
? The results are obtained from tabular models which work the basic operations column line, to generate the128

inverse matrix iteratively.129
? You can see how in the implementation of Dual Simplex Method the column associated to vector of right130

side starts with negative value and in the third table the values associated to column of available resource finished131
being positive. Is to say we starts being optimum solution but infeasible and after the problem finished being132
optimum and feasible therefore all the values of decision variable are positive.133

? Mathematical models are solved shown three different linear programming techniques and in all cases the134
solution is reached in Z*=36.135

VII.136

12 Conclusions137

? It is important to show the importance knowing of these important linear programming methods as alternative138
optimal solutions from a feasible basic solution or when there is already optimality. In everyday life can be in139
any of these scenarios and certainly this research paper help in making administrative decisions and engineering140
at the management level as complementary tools, where you can go from one to another depending on the ? For141
young people who are in the process of learning methodology mathematical programming, knowing the different142
criteria and rules that each of these three methods have will help them understand and manage properly solve143
their modeling. Also knowing where to find the dual values may allow determining future economic investments144
without going to perform the method of duality.Max Z = -4Y1-12Y2-18Y3 subject to -Y1-3Y3<=-3 -2Y2-2Y3<=-145
5 Y1,Y2,Y3>=0 Cj X -4 -12 -18 0 0 X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 0 H1 -3 -1 0 -3 1 0 0 H2 -5 0 -2 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4146
12 18 0 0 Cj X -4 -12 -18 0 0 X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 0 H1 -3 -1 0 -3 1 0 -12 Y2 2 1/2 0 1 1 0 -1/2 -30 0 -12 -12 0147
6 4 0 6 0 6 Cj X -4 -12 -18 0 0 X b Y1 Y2 Y3 H1 H2 -18 Y3 1 1/3 0 1 -1/3 0 -12 Y2 2 1/2 -1/3 1 0 1/3 -1/2 -36148
-2 -12 -182149

? Many real life problems can be treated using the dual simplex algorithm where an initial optimality to the150
actual feasibility of resources and goals, many goals can be adjusted with the methodologies presented in this151
investigation is determined.152
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12 CONCLUSIONS

? The possibility of creating your own code can flow as software tailored look that strengthens the cognitive153
process in abstract and complex problem to practice problem solving large-scale solutions in polynomial time154
given.155

? Many times we are accustomed to use software that solves the problem of linear programming but we156
cannot identify the type of methodology used, certainly we lost the opportunity to identify areas of opportunity157
such as post-optimality analysis and economic interpretation of decision variables as a way to integrate into the158
management of productive enterprises or services. 1 2

Figure 1: ?

Figure 2:

Figure 3:
159
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Figure 4:
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; Cofficient Where Cb = s in base Global
B 1 = Inverse Matrix
Aj = ts Coefficien out base
Cj = s Coeffcient of iables in objectivefunction
Zj = value for each iable in optimization process

[Note: ?In equation 2 is where you can check if it has reached the desired optimality or should continue iterating
through the inversion of the matrix to enhance your solution and approach the expected value.]

Figure 5:
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12 CONCLUSIONS
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